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In this paper, we present a new method for terrain and gravity aided navigation.
Gravity aided navigation and terrain aided navigation are map aided navigation
methods for correcting Inertial Navigation System (INS) errors of Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUV). Map aided navigation uses the information of the
geophysical field maps. For achieve the highest accuracy and reliability two or three
map aided navigation systems are combined. In this paper, we proposed a new
method that simultaneously uses gravity map data and terrain map data. For maps
data fusion we use a Kalman filter which its measurement equation defined based
on gravity and terrain of the experiment area. The experimental results are
encouraging.
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positions which are obtained from INS with contours
of constant field value of the geophysical maps. In in
some cases[14–16] the INS information and the field
maps information are combined by Bayes filter like
Kalman filter for modifying INS system error. To
achieve high accuracy and low error navigation
systems the information of two or three geophysical
maps are combined[17,18,18,18–21]. In this paper, we
use gravity and topography maps. The information of
two maps is fused with INS information by a Kalman
filter which its measurement equation is defined based
on gravity and tertian of the experiment area.
In sec.2 we present a survey of Kalman filter which is
the data fusion tool in our method. In sec.3 we consider
two maps aided navigation systems based on Kalman
filter, and in sec.4 the experimental issue and its
simulation results are presented and in the last section,
the conclusion is presented.

1. Introduction
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) navigation is
widely used to find the location of underwater vehicles
that are doing military or commercial applications.
According to the underwater environmental
characteristics, the electromagnetic waves cannot
propagate in the water, so the common navigation
systems like the Global Position System (GPS) are not
working in the underwater[1–5]. Also using active
methods like active sonar may compromise the
covertness of underwater vehicles. Therefore the
underwater navigation has become an important
military and commercial research issue. The inertial
navigation system (INS) is commonly used in the
autonomous navigation systems which are a navigation
technique in which measurements provided by
accelerometers and gyroscopes are used to track the
position and orientation of a vehicle by using kinematic
equations. Since the error of INS is increased over time
then the external source is used to update the
information of the INS system. Using the information
of the geophysical field maps like topography,
geomagnetic, and gravity is one of the external
information sources[6–9]. The geophysical field maps
are digitally stored in the underwater vehicle and one
onboard installed sensor repeatedly measures these
fields. Comparing field map features and onboard
sensor measurements and combine with INS location
information
can
provide
accurate
vehicle
location[10,11]. In some researches [6,12,13] the
navigation system is based on matching the measured

2. Materials and Methods
In signal processing and estimation applications, we
encounter some problems that an unknown parameter
has appeared in two equations and the Kalman filter has
been applied to estimate that parameter by fusion data
which obtains of two equations[22–24]. The first
equation which called the state equation is modeling
the evolving state of parameter and the second equation
which called the measurement equation is modeling the
relation between the state of parameter and observation
of parameter. In the framework of Kalman filter
15
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assume that state equation and measurement equation
are linear and the noise distribution is Gaussian. If the
unknown parameter in time step k is x k , then the state
equation can be written as:

x k  Fk 1  x k 1  v k 1

(1)

Where the x and y are coordinates of underwater

Where
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(7)

vehicle,

v x and v y are velocity of vehicle in



x k 1 is the previous state

directions of this coordinate axes. The INS state vector



Fk 1 is the state transition matrix;

is denoted by X *k , which is include location and



vk 1 is the process noise which is assumed to

velocity of underwater vehicle. The real vector state of

be a zero mean normal multivariate
distribution with covariance Q k 1 .

underwater vehicle is denoted by X k . The error vector

The measurement in time step k, z k of the state x k is
made according to the measurement equation:

 x  x*    x 

 

y  y*    y 
*

 Xk  Xk  Xk 

(8)
 v x  v*x   v x 



*
 v y  v y   v y 
In fact,  X k is the INS error in time step k [7,26,27].

zk  Hk  x k  w k

state  X k is defined as follow:

(2)

Where
 H k is the observation matrix


w k is the observation noise which is

in two maps aided navigation system the error vector is
considered as the state parameter of the Kalman filter.
As discussed earlier for applying the Kalman filter to a
problem we need two equations, the state equation, and
the measurement equation. By considering the error
vector as the state parameter of the Kalman filter it can
be shown that state equation can be written:

assumed to be a zero mean normal
multivariate distribution with covariance R k .
The Kalman filter is solved in two distinct step:
"Prediction" and "Correction" [25]. The prediction step
uses the state equation and previous state x k 1 to
produce an estimation of the state at the current time
step, it does not use observation information from the
current time step. In the update step, the result of
prediction step is combined with current observation
information to correct the state estimate. This improved
estimate is the output of Kalman filter. If the conditions
hold then Kalman filter equation can be written as
follow:
Prediction step:

x k|k 1  Fk 1  x k 1

Pk|k 1  Qk 1  Fk 1Pk 1FkT1

1 0  0 
0 1 0  
  X k 1  Vk
(9)
 Xk  
0 0 1 0 


0 0 0 1 
Where  is the duration of the one timestep and v k is
the process noise which is assumed to be a zero-mean
Gaussian distribution with covariance Q k . The state
equation can be written as follow:
 X k  ( ) X k 1  Vk
(10)
In the map aided navigation, the measurement of
vehicle state is generated by a sensor that installed in
the vehicle. The measurement according to the field
maps can be gravity, terrain, or geomagnetic. Another
measurement of the vehicle state can be generated by
referring to the fields map. INS system coordinates of
vehicle can be found on the map and its equivalent field
amount is the measurement. in map aided navigation
when the Kalman filter is applied, the measurement is
defined as the difference between the sensor
measurement and the map referenced measurement
[28,29]. If g1 and g1* denote sensor and map reference

(3)

Correction step:

x k  x k|k 1  Kk (zk  Hk x k|k 1 )

(4)

Pk  (I  Kk HK )Pk|k 1

(5)

Where the K k is Kalman gain and can be obtained as

K k  Pk|k 1Hk (Hk Pk|k 1HTk  R k )1

(6)

Two Maps Aided Navigation
Two maps aided navigation method uses the
information of two geophysical maps to the improved
output of INS navigation system. Information that
comes from two geophysical maps and information of
the INS navigation system is combined by the Kalman
filter. The navigation state vector is defined

measurement for first map and If g 2 and g *2 denote
sensor and map reference measurement for the second
16
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map then measurement equation for the two maps aided
navigation can be written:
  g   g  g   h x1
z   1   1

 g 2  g 2  g   h x 2
*
1
*
2

h y1
h y2

 x  x* 


0 0   y  y* 
 Wk

*
0 0 vx  vx


*
 v y  v y 

(11)
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Where Wk is the observation noise which is assumed
to be a zero mean Gaussian distribution
with covariance R k The surface of the maps are



*

*

assumed to be plane shape in vicinity of x , y

 and

h x1 , h y1 , h x 2 and h y 2 are slopes of the two planes.
Generally the plane equation has the bellow form:
(12)
f (x, y)  a  h x (x  x* )  h y (y  y* )
Where the h x and h y are horizontal and vertical slopes

Figure 1. Study area in the Gulf of Oman

of the plane. Due to the definition of state vector  X k
the measurement equation can be written as follow.
(13)
z k  H k   X k  Wk

The Three-dimensional terrain and gravity maps of the
experiment area are shown in figure (2). For the gravity
map, we subtracted gravity value by the constant 9.8
and multiplied by 1000.

As mentioned in the previous part, Kalman filter is
applied for the problems that have two linear equations
with Gaussian noise. It is seen that the two maps aided
navigation issue has the Kalman filter framework so
that can be applied. By using the Kalman filter
equations (3)-(6), the navigation problem equation can
be obtained.
State and covariance in the prediction step become
(14)
 X k|k 1   ( ) X k 1
(15)
Pk|k 1  ( )Pk 1T ( )  Qk
State and covariance in the update step become
(16)
 Xk   Xk|k 1  K  g k  Hk Xk|k 1 
k

Pk   I  H k K k  Pk|k 1

(17)

Where the g k is the measurement vector and the K k
is Kalman gain that is given by

K k  Pk|k 1H Tk  H k Pk|k 1H kT  R k 

1

(18)

After the error state vector  X k was estimated in (16),
the real state of the underwater can be obtained by
(19)
Xk  X*k   Xk

4. Results and Discussion
In order to test the accuracy and performance of the
proposed method, experiments with real data were
carried out. Field maps are topography and gravity with
1' *1' latitude-longitude resolution. The maps as shown
in figure (1) have been taken of the Gulf of Oman in
the Middle East (red rectangular). In recent years, a lot
of research has been done on the environmental
characteristics and waters of this region[30–34].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a): 3-D gravity map, (b): 3-D terrain map of the study area

Suppose a vehicle that was in position (0,0) of the
experiment area started its mission. The vehicle travels
with a speed of 3 Km/h in the longitudinal direction and
4 Km/h in the latitudinal direction. For noise
covariance in the state and measurement equation we
have

equivalent plane surface is obtained by using linear
regression techniques or neural network [35–38].
After obtaining the equivalent linear plane the elements
of matrix H k which are slopes of the equivalent planes
can be obtained.
The absolute position error (Km) of these methods is
shown in Figure (4). It can be seen from figure (4) that
INS position error increase with time and it is shown
that the proposed method has the lowest error level,
subsequently the INS position errors can be corrected
effectively by applying this method. The error of the
two other navigation methods the gravity-map aided
navigation and topography-map aided navigation is
more than error of two maps aided navigation. Filed
maps always do not have valid information, for
example, the topography map in flat areas doesn’t have
valid information for the navigation systems, or some
paths have the almost same field values so the
navigation system may be confused which paths is the
real path of the vehicle and navigation systems may not
convergence to real position. In the table (1) we do
10000 runs of the navigation methods in this paper.
This table shows that two maps aided navigation

1
0
Qk  
0

0
.2
Rk  
0

0 0 0
.1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 .1
0
.2 
The timestep  is considered 1 h and so the transition
matrix become

1
0
( )  
0

0

0 1 0
1 0 1 
0 1 0

0 0 1

Geophysical maps are a nonlinear function of position
and commonly stored as a square grid of field values.
Therefore, the observation matrix H k is obtained by
linearization of the maps. As mentioned in sec.3 the
field maps must be a plane surface which is a linear
expression of filed value and positions. So for
calculating the H k , a plane surface is fitted to a small
area in the nearby of the INS navigated position. For
example, the small area of the topography map and its
equivalent plane surface is shown in the figure (3). the

has the highest valid navigation probability.
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(b)

(b)

Figure 3. Absolute mean position error of 4 considered methods

Figure 2. (a): 3-D gravity map, (b): 3-D terrain map of the study area

Table 1. Valid navigation probability or convergence
probability

Navigation method

convergence probability

Gravity aided navigation

%79

Terrain aided navigation

%75

Two maps aided navigation

%99.8
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